Recent group of experiments tested local realism with random choices prepared by humans. These various tests were subject to additional assumptions, which lead to loopholes in the interpretations of almost all the experiments. Among these assumptions is fair sampling, no signaling and faithful quantum model. We examined the data from 9 of 13 experiments and analyzed occurring anomalies in view of the above assumption. We conclude that further tests of local realism need better setup calibration to avoid apparent signaling or necessity of the complicated underlying quantum model. arXiv:1906.05503v1 [quant-ph] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Violation of local realism is a theoretical and experimental quantum puzzle. Raised first by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1] , later it has been turned into a form of testable inequalities [2] [3] [4] by Bell and others. The test means that two (or more) observers are separated and choose what to measure. The parties are unaware of each other choice before the measurement is completed, which is understood as no-signaling. It is an opposite to signaling , when the one party can reveal the choice of the other making measurements. No-signaling is compelling in large setups, where the signal speed can be bounded by relativity, i.e. speed of light, but otherwise it must be assumed. Under the assumption of no-signaling, local realism means existence of a joint (positive) probability of all outcomes for all choices. Here the no-signaling implies that the outcome can depend only on the local choice (i.e. the choice and the measurement are made by the same party). Correlations satisfy certain inequalities, if local realism is assumed. Their violation indicates violation of local realism or conflict with no-signaling assumption. A weaker test of local realism, i.e. steering, requires an additional assumption that one of parties is described by a known quantum model while only the other one is unknown.
The tests of local realism were realized in the past usually with photons [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, in fact no specific system is required, it only has to fit the simple quantum few-state approximation, which resulted in setups across nearly all branches of physics [11] [12] [13] [14] , see the review [15] . Unfortunately, among various problems the most significant appeared lack of sufficient distance (locality loophole), imperfect detection (detection loophole) [16] [17] [18] e.g. a fraction of particles are lost and predetermined (often fixed) choices (random or free choice hypothesis). Loopholes allow for a local realistic model [19, 20] . Bell test is also stronger than entanglement criteria [21] because the latter rely on specific representation of observables in quantum space while the former only refers to outcomes of measurements. It is also stronger than steering where one assumes quantum representation of observ- * Electronic address: Adam.Bednorz@fuw.edu.pl ables at one of parties [22] [23] [24] . However,.
In the recent Bell tests performed in Delft [26] , NIST [27] , Vienna [28] and Munich [29] , claimed as loopholefree, violation of local realism is claimed with high confidence level (assuming local realism, the probability of the data is 4% in [26] , ∼ 10 −7 in [27] , ∼ 10 −31 in [28] and ∼ 10 −9 in [29] ). However, all these experiments show also some moderate anomalies, that need either signaling or a complicated underlying quantum model to explain. Moreover, the choice in these experiment was randomly generated by a machine, which cannot exclude some conspiracy models, where the choice is controlled by the other party. To rule out this possibility, one should use human generated choices, which was done in the BIG Bell test (BBT) [31] . In the test the stream of bits (either 0 or 1) was generated by Bellsters (selected people) and used to control choices of separate parties, which performed a test of local realism. In 13 various test, local realism has bee violated, but usually with additional assumptions. In the hereby analysis we examined the data for these assumptions. We requested the data from all 13 experiments and obtained from 9. Below we present the analysis of each of these 9 experiments, discussing anomalies in view of the type of experiment and known technical features. The experiment 3 has been analyzed separately [32] but without any discussion of signaling and deviations from the underlying quantum model. The findings are later summarized in discussion, with improvement recommendations for future tests of local realism.
II. BBT EXPERIMENTS
The BBT is a group of 13 experiments. We asked for the data of all of them and received them from 9, i.e. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13 . Below, we present the analysis of each of these 9 experiments, with short description of the setup and aim, and then explanation of the analysed assumptions and found anomalies. 
The 16 unit (|n| = 1) directions n k are located at vertices and centers of sides of dodecahedron (or centers of sides of a regular soccer ball) with n 1 = (0, 0, 1) being one of dodecahedron's vertices (see Figure 1 ). The settings are controlled by a half-wave-plate and quarter-wave-plate. Ideally the correlations should be Â kBk = −1 with A k , B k = ±1. Instead of fair sampling, used often the fraction of coincidences in the set of all events (including A k , B k = 0), this experiment has oversampling, i.e. for a given setting, a large group of states is measured until the coincidence is registered. Since the settings are the same, we could not check signaling i.e. dependence of one party's measured probability on the choice of the other. The only analysis we could do is the occurrence of the particular setting. In the Table I , it is clear the the choices 6 and 11 occur much often. According to authors [33] it can be attributed to Bellsters anticorrelation, because the choice n has binary representation n − 1 as e.g. 5 = 0101 and 10 = 1010.
B. 2: M. Ringbauer and A. White, Quantum
Correlations in Time
The experiment tested local realism translated into time correlations. Essentially, the setup consists of three observers A, B, C, each measuring 0 or 1 at respective choice X, Y , Z (in fact A measurement means preparation of the state), made by appropriate setting of halfwaveplates (HWP) and quarterwaveplates (QWP). The sequence of measurement allows the causal order depicted in Fig. 2 , and the violation of the classical correla- tion assumes this order. Due to finite detection efficiency, fair sampling is assumed. We checked if the causal order is satisfied in sense of no-signaling, i.e. if the the probability can depend on the choice non causally linked. Let us denote the probability p(XY Z|ABC) of measuring A, B and C at the choices X, Y , Z. Because of postselection of coincidences, we assumed also detection efficiency depending only on the local choice but not on the outcome. It means in particular that
with efficiencies η < 1. Then no-signaling implies p(0Y Z| * * C)tildep(1Y Z| * * C),p(XY 0| * B * ) =p(XY 1| * B * ),p(XY Z|A * * ) =p(X * * |A * * ),p(XY 0|AB * ) = p(XY 1|AB * ). Here * means ignoring/ discarding outcome or every choice. The summed count for each combination of choices and outcomes is shown in Table II .
No-signaling means that N (XY Z|A * * ) is independent of Y Z. However, the differences (see the first of Tables IV) are so large (e.g. χ 2 ∼ 88 for X = 1 while comparing Y Z = 10 and Y Z = 01) that without question they must originate from a systematic effect. According to the experiment authors [34] , this apparent signaling is due to the special Bob's measurements which suppresses rate of the measurement of A = 0 except the case X = Y = 1 when A = 1 is suppressed. The apparent signaling Y → C is visible in N (1Y 1| * * C) with χ 2 ∼ 34. However, this also may be a systematic effect revealed in Y Z = 11 in two last of Tables III. The other no-signaling tests are passed within the acceptable certainty level, but also the statistics is relatively small.
The dependence of the coincidences on the setting is out of question. The possible reason is angle-dependent deflection at HWP or QWP which changes the cross section between the photon wavepacket and the fiber. It could be also back-signaling due to small distances compared to time photons need to pass their routes, but we cannot check it here. Nevertheless the effect is so large that it should be possible to run a diagnostic test to con- 000 203 284 487  001 212 286 498  010 196 241 437  011 270 204 474  100 219 259 478  101 198 287 485  110 206 281 487  111 270 179 449   TABLE IV: Counts of Table II with two outcomes ignored (marked by * ) and total numbers of coincidences firm the cause in future.
C. 4: B. Liu et al., Violation of a Bell Inequality using Entangled Photons and Human Random Numbers
The experiment tested standard CHSH inequality on the Bell state |ψ = (|HV − |V H )/ √ 2. Two experiments, one with human-generated random numbers (HRN1) and quantum random numbers (QRN1), the second with real-time human random numbers (HRN2) and the database of humans random numbers (DB2), constitute 4 data sets to analyse. The random choices X = 0, 1, Y = 0, 1 define bases of the respective measurements of A = 0, 1 and B = 0, 1, i.e. In particular, XA = 00, 01, 10, 11 correspond to polarization angles 0 • , 90 • , 45 • , 135 • , while Y B = 00, 01, 10, 11 to 22.5 • , 112.5 • , −22.5 • = 157.5 • , 67.5 • . It assumes no signaling between parties XA and Y B but the statistics is postselected on coincidences so we checked it combined with the assumption of detection efficiency depending only on the local choice
In the data, the total counts (Table VII) depends on the settings. If (2) holds then N (00)N (11) = N (01)N (10) while here e.g. 26933 * 50011 < 53764 * 29470 beyond statistical error (Pearson's χ 2 independence tests give χ 2 > 240 so the p-value is < 10 −10 ). Nevertheless, even correcting for the setting-dependent efficiency, the Alice's statistics in Table V depends on the Bob's choice, (e.g. N (01|0 * ) = 29096 i more than twice N (00|0 * ) = 13775). The Bob's statistics differences (Table VI) lation of the no-signaling assumption has already been observed in a previous work by the same group [38] , also based on coincidence counts between Alice and Bob. Using single count rates (i.e. not post-selecting on a coincident outcome at the distant location) shows agreement with no-signaling in that test. As described in the Supplemental Material of that publication, the authors show that the effect results from the known efficiency differences of the detectors for outcomes 0 and 1 and they verified it with the help of a detailed quantum mechanical model for the experimental results. After correcting the data for the different detection efficiencies, the conditions for no-signaling were fulfilled for the coincidence counts as well. The same polarization analyzer modules, in particular the same single photon detectors, as in [38] have been used for the experiment conducted in the course of the BBT collaboration and discussed in the present paper.
We have checked if the inclusion of different outcomedependent efficiency can explain one of tests, VIII. If p(XY |AB) =p(XY |AB)η a (A)η b (B) then for a standard Bell test N (01|00) = N (10|00). However, 34992 differs from 38340 by more than 15 standard deviation, so the explanation cannot be that simple. Even in the case of detection efficiency depending on both the choice and outcome, e.g. χ a (X, A) and χ b (Y, B) , a subtable IX should show independence in the sens of χ 2 test while here χ 2 ∼ 28, beyond statistical error. It might be that the actual efficiency variates over runtime of the experiment, giving a systematic bias and more complicated detection model, but the obtained data are insufficient to make any claims. 000 586 376 353 628 535 1310 1220 569  001 716 357 436 748 676 1434 1476 611  010 1557 794 846 1675 1530 3225 3018 1458  011 302 516 724 233 1344 399 425 1077  100 741 548 551 844 704 1485 1482 659  101 1395 939 1060 1375 1187 2565 2586 1065  110 332 743 726 284 893 403 416 1010  111 763 172 208 513 290 741 892 263 to B and C. Essentially, the setup consists of three observers A, B, C, each measuring 0 or 1 at respective choice X, Y , Z. No signaling between each party is assumed. Due to finite detection efficiency, fair sampling is assumed.
We checked if the causal order is satisfied in sense of no-signaling, i.e. if the the probability can depend on the choice non causally linked, assuming local-choicedependent efficiencies in the sense of (1). Then the test of (apparent) signaling is the same as in subsection II B.
The summed count for each combination of choices and outcomes if shown in Table X .
In the data, in the last of Tables XII that total counts still depend on the choices but not independently i.e. the assumption (1) implies N (010)N (101) = N (000)N (111) while 14103 * 12172 = 5577 * 3842 beyond statistical error. Therefore it can the assumption (1) to drop here, not no-signaling. In view of combined choice-dependent Table X with two outcomes ignored (marked by * ) and total numbers of coincidences efficiency we cannot directly check no-signaling (which apparently would be immediately violated) but rather no-signaling combined with independent efficiency. So we test independence, e.g. if p(010| * 00)p(110| * 01) = p(010| * 01)p(110| * 00) by Pearson's χ 2 test. Here in Table XI χ 2 48 giving p-value of the order 10 −20 . It is only slightly decreased by look-elsewhere-effect, i.e. the p-value is increased about 100 times (the number of testable combinations). Another example is p(100|0 * * )p(111|1 * * ) = p(100|1 * * )p(111|0 * * ) giving (TableXII) χ 2 24 or p-values of the order 10 −10 (also increased by about 100 due to look-elsewhere-effect. Nevertheless most combination give much smaller χ 2 , often with p ∼ 1.
The large deviations indicate that it can be either nosignaling or local choice dependent efficiency assumption to drop. Since only coincidences have been reported, the analysis of signaling could be repeated with the full data, including also single counts. According to authors [39] the apparent violation may be caused by the long runtime of the experiment when the efficiencies undergo systematic time-dependent bias. XA and Y B but also fair sampling at the side of the photon (A).
We checked no-signaling assuming equal APD efficiencies i.e. if p(0Y | * B) = p(1Y | * B) and p(X0|A * ) = p(Y 0|A * ) for all runs. In the case of first case one has to take into account fair sampling and passive choice X (the signaling could be in principle subluminal). We also checked if nonequal efficiencies explain the data under that assumption of the ideal Bell state and measurement angles.
In the data, the total counts (Table XIII) depends on the settings. In the HRN run, there is additional dependence of the total counts on the atom setting but uncorrelated (χ 2 0.23). The the reason might be asymmetry in human's choice. As regards no-signaling, the case Y → A is confirmed within statistical error. However, dependence of Bob's outcome B on the photon setting X, under the assumption of equal detection efficiencies, is clear in the χ 2 test, in both runs, i.e. the independence test p(01| * 0)p(11| * 1) = p(11| * 0)p(11| * 1) fails (χ 2 51 for HRN and 77 for QRN, p-value < 10 −20 ). We find that N (01| * 1)N (11| * 0)/N (11| * 0)N (01 * 1) is 1.34 for HRN while 1.42 for QRN, which is moderately consistent. p (0Y |  *  B) . The authors confirmed that the efficiencies wer not equal [40] . We have also checked if this effect could be explained by different efficiencies of APD, assuming correct input state and detectors' angles. Suppose they APDn has efficiency η n , for n = 1, 2, 3, 4. If the measurement axes are (as in standard Bell test) located in the Bloch sphere (circle) as in Fig. 3 , then the probabilities is as in Table XV . Then still χ 2 for QRN in the first two rows of (XIV) gives ∼ 14 (p ∼ 10 −4 ) while the lower two rows (in case of alternative configuration) gives ∼ 35. Therefore this explanation seems insufficient. Possible further reasons may include unspecified deviation from the ideal Bell state or measurement axes. The *0 *1 00 η2s+ + η4s− η2s− + η4s+ 01 η2s+ + η4s− η2s− + η4s+ 10 η1s+ + η3s− η1s− + η3s+ 11 η1s− + η3s+ η1s+ + η3s− The different total counts can be explained by different APD detection efficiencies but it should be confirmed by a diagnostic run. In the HRN test there is human's choice asymmetry, similar to experiment 13 (see later). On the other hand the correlation between the photon's (A) setting and the atom's (B) outcome requires either some additional signal from the source to both parties or different efficiencies but combined with nonideal Bell state and/or measurement axes. In any case, in future experiment these effects should be independently identified by diagnostic runs, preferably before the main test. F. 9: P. Farrera, G. Heinze, H. de Riedmatten, Bell test using entanglement between a photon and a collective atomic excitation, driven by human randomness
The experiment tested standard CHSH inequality on the entangled atom-photon Bell state which can be translated into photon-photon state|ψ = (|E w E r + e iφ |L w L r )/ √ 2 (E, L stand for early,late, w, r -write,read, φ phase to adjust. The choices and measurement can be translated into Alice-Bob 0, 1 numbers as follows. A = 0, 1 or B = 0, 1 corresponding to Alice's and Bob's +, − outcomes, while X = 0, 1 correspond to Alice's choice w, w and Y = 0, 1 -to r, r The measurement of the photon depended on the passive choice X = 0, 1 while the atom measurement dependent on the choice Y = 0, 1, It assumes no signaling between parties XA and Y B but also fair sampling, due to low detection efficiency, ∼ 5%. We checked no-signaling, assuming local choice dependent efficiency (2) i.e. ifp(0Y | * B) =p(1Y | * B) andp(X0|A * ) =p(X1|A * ) for all runs. We also checked if the rate coincidences/trials depends on choices.
The observed deviations put in question the local dependency of efficiency but may also indicate some form of signaling. In any case, in future experiment these effects should be independently identified by diagnostic runs, preferably before the main test.
In the data, the total coincidence counts (Table XVI) is roughly proportional to the number of trials but the latter depends on both settings in a correlated way (i.e. Alice and Bob do not choose the settings independently). No-signaling is violated as χ 2 ∼ 20 for (XVI) taking the second and fourth row of * 0 and * 1 but it may be explained alternatively by correlation-dependent detection efficiency [41] . The p-value is increased 4 times by the look-elsewhere effect.
The observed deviations put in question the local dependency of efficiency but may also indicate some form of signaling. In any case, in future experiment these effects should be independently identified by diagnostic runs, preferably before the main test. The authors report an optical experiment employing Franson "hug" configuration -a variation that avoids the post-selection of results present in basic Franson configuration. In the "hug" configuration, if the two emitted photons are detected by Alice and Bob then it is guaranteed that they both traveled short ways (S) or long ways, while obtaining phase shifts φ A and φ B (L). The results when single photons are measured by either Alice or Bob are discarded, due to low detection efficiency. Thus fair sampling of sort is inherent here. The remaining could be assumed to have been in a state 
). CHSH inequality was tested, with varying phases set by human-generated input. We assume the fair sampling for the empty counts is also applied. As communicated, the closing of detection loophole was not the purpose of the experiment. The setting at Alice and Bob are given by X and Y , respectively, equal 0 or 1, corresponding to φ a = π/4, φ b = 0 or φ a = −π/4, φ b = π/2. The outcomes A, B were also 0 or 1 (or nothing).
Based on the data provided and assuming local dependent efficiency (2), we assessed the number of empty counts and consequently the efficiency of the detectors. Further, we checked no-signaling i.e. ifp(0Y | * B) = p(1Y | * B) andp(X0|A * ) =p(Y 0|A * ). We also checked if the data are consistent with equal and independent detection efficiency, i.e. i the probability p(XY |AB) is consistent with the single efficiency η and Bell state and angles φ ( ) a,b . For arbitrary phases the correlations can be written in the form
The total number of coincidences depends on settings but independently, with χ 2 ∼ 0.3 for the last column of The experiment is the standard two-party (Alice and Bob) Bell test, with two entangled (not maximally) photons detected at optimal polarization angles chosen by X = 0, 1 by Alice and Y = 0, 1 by Bob. Due to imperfect detection efficiency the configuration differs form XVIII: Counts at choices XY (rows) for A =0,1 (columns) with Bob's outcome ignored (marked by * ) on the left and for B =0,1 with Alice's outcome ignored in the middle and a total count on the right in experiment 12 the ideal CHSH model. To increase statistics, each of observers can detect a photon in one of 16 time bins. Nevertheless, it allows to test if the correlations violate local realism, i.e. existence of the joint probability of outcomes depending on the local choice. Influence of the remote choice is excluded by relativity, i.e. the time between the choice and the end of the measurement is shorter than light-speed signal.
We checked no-signaling i.e. if p(0Y | * B) = p(1Y | * B) and p(X0|A * ) = p(Y 0|A * ) where A, B = 0, .., 16 are the photon detections in the appropriate time bin, with 0 standing for no detection. We have taken into account the fact noted by the authors that X, Y = 0 are chosen about 5% more often than 1. As a stopping criterion we took the last XY = 11 event.
Taking the last column * 0 or 0 * as a reference we find in the independence test χ 2 ∼ 8 giving p ∼ 0.005 for A = 11 and X = 0. Correcting by the look-elsewhere effect this is increased 32 giving p ∼ 0.16, consistent with no-signaling assumption. It is also clear that there is a bias in the settings choices probabilities. The bias is independent (χ 2 ∼ 1) but different for the two parties (> 60 variances). It is also evident (but less significant) with the original authors' stopping criterion giving N 10 = 10125716 and N 01 = 10105777 (∼ 4.43 variances) for the human test. Within the available data no signaling signatures have been found. However, the setting choice bias is asymmetric.
III. DISCUSSION
In the data received from BBT experiments, there are observed disagreements with various simple assumption. Firstly, the human choice is not perfectly random but biased with more 0s than 1s (experiments 6 and 13). It is also highly anticorrelated, with very likely sequences 0101 and 1010 (experiment 1). Secondly, the photon detection efficiency is often different for different detectors (experiment 6) and dependent on the state of the other part of the setup (experiment 2). Thirdly, the actual quantum state is different from the ideal Bell state (experiment 6 and 12), probably by some phase drifts. Ignoring these effects could lead to apparent signaling (also in experiments 4, 5, 9) .
In future tests of local realism, we recommend (a) nar-00 10 01 11
